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Editors' Note

Californians often think of tradition only in connection with Boston

and Philadelphia and Valley Forge. But the heritage of this wildly

alive, madly growing state lies hidden in the peace of the early

Spanish fathers and the cool mossed missions that still stand

long after the fathers have gone— in the taste that Los Angelenos

have for taquitos and guacamole sauce— in the names San Francisco,

San Diego, San Joaquin Valley— in the murals of Cortez and

Cabrillo coloring the walls of our downtown public library— in

fine-worked lace and in the soft full fragrance of oranges and

olives that settles under the gas fumes and the smog. It is a

quiet heritage surrounded by dust and sea mist but it still works
its magic up and down this vital land, blending the old with the

new and the future with the past.
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Word Has It

SISTER DAVID THERESE McCLEAN, C.S.J.

Rain and the cold of night and the slow leaf-by-leaf dying of

a tree are timeless reminders of time's limit. In his poem "Fear

of the Earth," Alex Comfort describes a man who views the autum-

nal death of nature as a reminder of his own passing. However,

there is more than just a prefiguring of death: the speaker in the

poem can sense an urgency in the earth to claim him as its own.

Everything in his garden seems to be pressing forward, overeager

for his return to dust. In this five-part poem, Comfort portrays

a dread of nature in words that both describe the "perilous" trees

and flowers and suggest the prying urgency of the speaker's "ter-

rible garden."

The poet begins by describing the season and the trees.

In these cold evenings, when the rain
streams, and the leaves stand closer shuffling feet,

the woods grow perilous. They are hungry, the trees,
eavesdropping, sending long shoots to tap the pane.

The evenings are described as "cold,.. .when the rain streams."
This simple description produces a chill which penetrates deeper
than surface discomfort as the speaker continues. He remarks
that the trees are "hungry:" they are bare, stripped of the fullness

of foliage, looking lean and starved in the streaming rain.

However, it seems that something more than a natural hunger
exists. "They are hungry, the trees, /eavesdropping, sending long
shoots to tap the pane." The word "eavesdropping" adds to the

picture of the trees' physical hunger and suggests a different

type of hungering. The speaker implies that the trees are prying

into his life, eavesdropping. The phrase "tap the pane," which at

first seems only to describe bare branches knocking against a

window, is a heightening of uneasiness. "Tap" means a tapping

of life as well, a boring deep into man's secret essence. The
words "hungry," "eavesdropping," and "tap" only hint at the

speaker's forebodings when considered singularly but together

they show his distrust of the menacing presence of nature.

Tension grows in the second stanza. The speaker addresses

the tree root directly, as if to convince himself that he is not afraid

of it.

I can hear you, root, under my hearthstone moving;
white finger, longer since yesterday, nearer
the marrow. In these evenings
the earth leans closer; stones quietly jostle.



The fact that the root is "under my hearthstone moving*' suggests
a fear that is undermining basic security. The hearthstone is a
symbol of the close sheltering of home; here that shelter is threat-

ened by the root. The speaker can sense the root moving toward
him, "nearer the marrow" of his bones. He notes that "the earth

leans closer; stones quietly jostle." This leaning and jostling

carries a sense of urgency, a shoving, as it were, of the earth as it

presses forward.

The feeling of nature moving in is intensified in the third

stanza.

I can hear you, under my feet bending
your strange finger. I have heard
cold fruits of my flesh plotted, soft globes swaying—
have known of my skin a leaf foreshadowed.

Here "plotted" suggests a malicious secretiveness in the root's

plans to reclaim the speaker's body. Again there is an urgency,

since these plans already include their fruition in the "cold fruits

of my flesh." "Flesh plotted" also suggests burial in a "plot."

The use of the word "globes" in describing the "fruit of my flesh"

also hints of death, since "globe" can mean the earth as well as

the shape of the fruit. The "leaf foreshadowed" climaxes the

despairing certainty that nature will be victor.

In the fourth stanza, the speaker turns away from the trees

and looks at the rest of his garden.

The captive roses jostle under the hedge.
The celandine is innocent. Underneath
her finger fumbles eyeholes. Every petal

speaks man not hardy nor perrenial.

The jostling of the roses carries with it the same feeling of im-

patience that the stones' jostling did in stanza two. The fact that

the roses are "captive" suggests that they too would press forward

if they were free to do so. The celendine is "innocent" while

"underneath/her finger fumbles eyeholes." Celendine, a member
of the poppy family, is used at funerals. Although beautiful on the

surface, it takes root in a human body. The very existence of the

flower is a reminder of death: "every petal /speaks man not hardy

nor perennial."

The fifth stanza is a summation of the speaker's fear.

The trees grow perilous. The patient dandelion
should not remain at large in our terrible garden.

The phrase "the trees grow perilous" is an ominous retelling of

"the woods grow perilous" in the first stanza; it conveys the same

feeling of uneasiness. The "patient dandelion," though neither

urgent nor pressing in its growth, runs "at large" in the garden.

The word "should" in the phrase "the patient dandelion should



not remain at large" implies the impossibility of stopping its

steady take-over. This phrase is a last agonized admission that

death must come and nature's hunger will be sated. The speaker

calls his garden "terrible" because it is terror- filled, full of a fear

of the immanence and certainty of death.

Urgency in nature is the keynote of "Fear of the Earth."

Alex Comfort has presented a man who sees in the earth's autumnal

death a prefiguring of his own end. He has seen more than mere

prefigurement: he has discovered an eagerness in nature to reach

out and claim his destruction, to bring him back to be a part of it-

self.- Comfort portrays the speaker's "terrible garden" in words

that describe the "perilous" trees and flowers and at the same time

imply a calculated and pressing urgency in nature toward his

death. The poet's word choice shows most clearly that the speaker

does possess a "Fear of the Earth."

I Want
to run in fields of daisies

and splash fountains of

petals upon my head

I want

to feel the cold grass and dirt

and singing brook

on my feet

and lie on soft blades

to see the sky that

God has made

I want

to run — run away

from this world

and be myself ... I think

PHYLLIS FISCHER



The Basement

MICHELLE LUNDBORG

The world I lived in as a child returns in fierce flashes— a

fall, a cut, a terrifying dog. It was a curious composite world of

unreal, glaring externals, neon, red brick and tree lined streets,

vacant lots, uprooted concrete chunks, with a real, conch—like
interior that forces my mind now to spiral around and down to

discover what was at the center of that interior which so protected,

and yet made me so vulnerable to externals, traffic, and other

people.

I spent a great deal of time by myself. When I was seven,

during that interminable summer, I could pass whole days without

seeing another person. My mother and father worked, I had no

brothers or sisters, and our apartment housed old, wisped men, and

ponderous, heavy women. When I did not read, or take walks, I

would stage elaborate, solitary masques. The word masque created

marvelous, private images for me. I would write myself an invita-

tion, intricately crayoned after the fashion of medieval manuscripts,

be the sole performer, the singular audience. My masques most

often concerned pageantry and royalty. My favorite was the re-

creation of the coronation of Charles II. Using quilts, discarded

materials and ribbons, I would dress myself as Charles, then as

the archbishop. My mother's crystal water goblets became the

sacred vessels, and in great trembling, I would anoint my own

forehead. The masque took an entire afternoon. It ended solemnly

with the execution of Charles II, with baroque images of the dark,

royal blood, lost.

John Brown Delaney was the caretaker of the apartment

house. He was a thick man, with stale breath and yellowed

fingers. Because he had lived there for years, long before any

tenant had moved in, the people in the apartment house joked with

him, and slapped him on the back when they came in. They will-

ingly left him their keys when they left on weekends, and gave him

fruit cake on Christmas. They did not take him seriously.

I took him very seriously. I had not forgotten the evening

I sat on the porch of the apartment building, cutting clothes for

paper dolls. He walked up in the gloom, and stood over me, his
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feet smudging the dolls. He leaned over me, putting his hand on

my thigh. "You put too many clothes on those dolls, don't you?"
he said. I could not answer him. His breath made me sick. "Too
many clothes," he said, and walked into the apartment house.

After that, when he would come into our apartment to fix the

faucet, or to repair a switch, I would leave, and walk up and down

the street for hours, until I was sure he would be gone. Finally,

I would go in, and close myself in the bedroom to escape the

stale, smokey odor he left behind.

I discovered that I had never really looked into his face,

until one afternoon, as I went down into the basement to get a box

for my mother, I saw him coming up the stairs I was descending.

I stopped, and he looked up at me without a smile, or even recog-

nition. His face was a mask, fixed; his eyes, utterly opaque, a

washed, wandering blue. I stared for a moment too long. I turned

to go back up the stairs.

"Well yes, what do you want?" he asked. "Come on."

"No no thank you." I ran up the stairs.

"Wait duckie, wait," he yelled up the stairs. I did not stop

running until I reached the door of our apartment. I thudded against

it, knocking my chin.

"What's wrong?" my mother said, coming towards me, wiping

her hands on her apron. "What's wrong, where's the box?"
"The door was locked, mommy, I couldn't, the door was

locked," I said.

"You should have asked Mr. Delaney for the key."

"He wasn't there mommy, I couldn't, he wasn't there."

I backed into the bedroom and closed the door. I was still

frightened, breathing hard. I went to the bottom drawer of my
bureau, and pulled out my drawing tablet and colored pencils. I

sat on the bed, and tried to draw the mountains as I had seen them

this morning, red, and how I would see them tonight, deep blue. I

covered two or three sheets with bright Rockies, and became
engrossed in my work. From behind the door, my mother called me
to dinner. I finished the last picture. And before I left the room,

for reasons I did not understand then, I smoothed the final sheet of

clean white paper, and wrote, with calm and terrible precision, the

word BELIAL over and over, filling the page with it, and my
mother called me once more.

Before she left for work the next day, my mother insisted

that I go back down to the basement for the box. After she had

gone, I wasted time, walking from room to room, putting off going

downstairs. I cut out leaves from colored paper, and pasted them

on shelf paper. I fabricated a tea ceremony for the Prime Minister

and Queen Victoria. I sat cross-legged on the floor, arranging in



even rows the religious cards I had been given as rewards in grade

school. Next to the Good Shepherd, I placed the Blessed Mother.

Both were dressed in blue cloaks surrounded by a crown of golden

stars, standing on a tossed sea with delicate fish leaping from the

waters. Finally I stacked the cards together, and rubber banded
them carefully, placing them in the bottom drawer with my drawings.

I went down to the basement to get the box. I ran down the stairs

quickly, to get it over with. I stood there rummaging in our storage

area, when I heard him behind me. I could smell his smokey breath.

"Well duckie," he said. He dragged the hoses he was
carrying overtothe side of the room. "You're a pretty little thing,"

he said. I stood there, and stared at him, held by the strange,

vacant blue eyes. He walked up close to me. "Look duckie," he

said, "look here. This is for you. You can have it you can.

Look." He held something dangling on a chain. He forced it into

my fist. It was a black plastic toad, with bright eyes, a great,

hunched back. It was horrible, distorted. I dropped it onto the

floor. "Now, now," he said, "don't do that. This is a magic

toad duckie. Wait wait, now look." He knelt before me, and held

the toad to my face. "Duckie if you kiss this toad, full here on

his nose, your wish will come true. Come on duckie. Make a wish

and kiss the toadie. Come on. ..." He held one hand, and

pushed the toad into my other hand, pushing it towards my mouth. I

had never before known terror, how it made you react in slow

motion; gestures, thoughts moving through fathoms of thick green

water. I could see nothing but the mask of his face, his blue

eyes. He pushed the toad hard against my mouth, and it struck my
teeth. I tasted blood. Like a strange oil it coated my mouth. I

could feel it in my throat. I pulled myself away from him. He
laughed.

I ran to the stairs and could not remember climbing them

once I had reached our front door. I ran inside and sat on the bed,

holding my knees and rocking back and forth. Soon I heard the

door open. It was my mother. "Hi," she said, "did you get my
box for me today?" She put away the bundles she was carrying,

and came into the bedroom.

"Mommy," I said, "Mommy I can't go down there any more

to the basement. Mommy, Mr. Delaney is. .
."

"What now, honey," she said, taking off her skirt.

"Mommy Mr. Delaney is evil."

"Honey you read too much. What shall we have for supper?"

"Mommy," I began to cry. "Mommy I mean it. Til never go

down to the basement again, as long as I live."

"Now stop it. Stop this ridiculous talk about Mr. Delaney.

Stop this crying and march down there and get that box as I asked.
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I mean it." She stopped for a moment. "Honey, listen. Mr. Delaney
is an old man, and close to God. Now you go on down there, and
be nice to him." She left the room.

I rubbed my eyes dry. I was so frightened that I could not

feel my teeth bite my lip. I went to the bottom drawer, and pulled

out the holy pictures. I tore the rubber band off them, and threw

them on the bed in a frantic search for the Good Shepherd. I found

the card, the smiling face and the curled hair. I kissed the card. I

held it tightly, and went downstairs. I could not hear, nor feel,

and saw only straight before me all the way down. I found the box,

and in the darkened basement, I felt surrounded by murky blue

eyes. I did not see him at all. I went upstairs, balancing the box

and clutching my charm. I put the box in a closet, hearing my
mother closing cupboard doors in the kitchen. I went into the

bedroom, and shut my own door.

I found my crayons. I sat down and tried to make mountains,

or to draw a queen. Instead, in one swift motion, with a sudden
rushing together of the outer and the deep interior, I took the holy

card I had used as a charm and gave the Good Shepherd crayoned

eyes, the dull withered blue of discarded, overripe plums.

Flight of the Puppet

Up pops the prancing proud puppet.

It twists and turns, jumping, leaping

Then slowly slips and slides to sleep

Dreaming of freedom caught on string's fling.

KATHLEEN KIMBALL
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Life's Four Seasons

KATHLEEN RICHARDS

In his recently-published first volume of poetry, When That

April, Gillian Stoneham makes extensive use of nature as a symbolic

parallel to the life of man. All of his poems in some way relate

men's lives to the life of nature, and in many of his poems, each

season symbolizes a certain period in the development of the

individual man. For example, Stoneham frequently associates

childhood with summer, whereas spring is connected with any

point in life when the individual awakens to some new awareness

of reality. Winter is generally associated with times of despair

and confusion, while autumn is symbolic of well-resolved and

optimistic periods in life.

Although these symbols are scattered throughout his work,

Stoneham seems to sum up this parallel between the life of man
and the seasons in his poem "Time Sequence." The first stanza

deals with summer as a symbol of childhood.

Shadows of leaves on a painted wall:

The wall was home and the season always summer,

And he a child picking up

The scattered apples which would fall

Bruised to the ground as he climbed his Pegasus tree:

Shadows played on the earth, and still

Friendly, among the leaves revolved,

Harbingers of mystery which for the time

Being, he was content to leave unsolved.

Here, the author sees childhood as a friendly, secure, and happy

world. The season is "always summer," a time of warmth and

sunshine. The child has a close contact and familiarity with

nature, which is "still friendly. 8
' He does not yet realize that

nature can be cold, harsh and stormy. He is secure because "the

wall is home" and he has "his Pegasus tree." Yet somewhere

among the shadows of his sunshine world lurk "harbingers of

mystery." These are the harsh realities of life into which he has

not yet delved.

Childhood's unworried summer world is again portrayed in

"Landscape with Figures."

In it my brother and myself with spades

Make temporary ruin of the sands,

Whose gleaming skin our morning feet have marked
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In quick erratic trails.

But now in a group the cockle-women come,

And we drop spade and bucket, dig our toes

Into the friendly grit.

In this poem, nature is the child's plaything. He does not look

toward the destructive sea, but rather to the "friendly grit,** the

shore, where he builds a reality of sand castles and footprints.

The cockle-women which he stops to watch are again "harbingers

of mystery;" for the child is not yet concerned with the adult

responsibilities of these women who, winter or summer, take their

livelihood from the sea. The child's comprehension covers only

the summer sand and "serious play" of the shore.

In the second stanza of "Time Sequence," the scene shifts

to springtime, and the child, in the new awareness of growing

up, is forced to become a part of the real adult world.

Shadows of leaves on a painted wall:

The time is early spring and the house a place

Where he is expected to converse
With other people, whose words appal

The mind that simply seeks to understand;

He must recognise perverse

Or favorable reactions by their tension;

He does not know to whom the house belongs.

Not without hope, he waits for comprehension.

Here, the new life, new growth, new world of "early spring" be-

comes symbolic of adolescence, the time of change and new
awareness both of self and of others. It is a time of uneasiness

and tension because this change brings insecurity. The house is

no longer "home" as it was for the child, but rather it is the scene

of the adolescent's new and somewhat uncomfortable consciousness.

He now realizes that "he does not know to whom the house be-

longs," a thought which would never have occurred to him as a

child. Yet the questioning insecurity which comes with spring is

"not without hope." There will be a time of "comprehension" in

which even this new life will be made secure.

Adolescence is not the only moment of awakening in the

life of man, however. For life is a constant process of learning

and grasping new realities. Just as the natural world is continu-

ally renewed by the spring, so too is the life of man continually

renewed by discovery and experience. Stoneham emphasizes this

parallel between spring and human life in his poem "The Adventure,"

which tells of a man who, "through the curtain of his infirm age. . .

knew it was the spring." He breaks away from the usual cloistered

security of his indoor world and ventures "towards closed doors."

Stepping outside into a world as new and alien as that of the
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adolescent in "Time Sequence," he too finds that spring is "not

without hope,'* for he

Carefully crouching down, took purpose in

His hands with the flower—triumphant in his late

Discovery of the continued value of things.

Yet, even as the spring is passing, so too are the moments

of discovery and hope in man's life. Disillusionment, fear and

depression also have their place, and in "Time Sequence," Stoneham

uses winter to symbolize these moments.

Shadows wildly gesture on

The painted wall, making prophetic pictures:

The time is winter and terror hides

Behind half-open doors; gone

Are the leaves which perhaps were never leaves at all.

Here it is shown that just as in the depth of winter, the familiar

forms of trees become grotesque and unfamiliar, making one question

whether they ever really had leaves at all; so too, in the depth of

depression, the happy and familiar days of human life are looked

back upon as if perhaps they never happened. "Shadows wildly

gesture. . .making prophetic pictures" and man questions his most

basic values and his one-time belief in the future. "Perhaps the

sun is also an illusion," perhaps there is really no happiness in

life, nothing to strive for. "Despair and hope are the same";
nothing really matters because life is merely a chaotic search for

something which probably does not exist.

Nevertheless, Stoneham is reassuring. For just as the year

is not all winter, so life is not all disillusionment. There is a

point at which conflicts are resolved, reality is seen in its true

shades, and a sense of security again prevails. For Stoneham,

autumn is symbolic of this phase in human life, and the final

stanza of "Time Sequence" deals with this symbolism.

Shadows of leaves on a painted wall.

With new discovery autumn pleases us:

Vivid smells tell the brain

Of earth's reality; now all

Takes on true shape; in autumn light is no

Deception: painted walls again

Are home, and shadows are both hope begun

And memory. The leaves will be renewed,

And time at last unwind and backward run.

In nature, autumn is a sort of composite of all the other

seasons-the fading warmth of summer, the first chill of winter, and

the transitory character of spring. Thus, it is an excellent parallel

to that point in the life of man when a balance is achieved between

childhood security and at-one-ness with the world, periods of

14



hopeful discovery, and periods of deceptive discouragement.
Autumn is symbolic of maturity and the wisdom that attends it.

The world and life are seen in proper perspective, "all things take

on true shape; [for in autumn light is no deception.'* As in child-

hood, there is security, "painted walls again are home," and there

is both hope and memory in the mysteries of life which lie ahead.

There is no need for despair, for "the leaves will be renewed."
This same autumnal theme resounds again in "The Tramp,"

when a vagabond basks in "October's lemon-colored sun" because
"for him this lingering summer comes, to give him courage and one

day of warmth" to carry him through the winter months. Here too,

autumn is paralleled with a time of inner serenity and strength in

man which will illuminate all seasons to come with its undeceiving

light.

Thus it can be seen that Gillian Stoneham, in his poem "Time
Sequence" and in other works, uses the four seasons to symbolize

various periods in the life of man. He equates summer with child-

hood security and happiness and spring with adolescence and other

times of awakening to the realities of life. Winter is symbolic

of moments of bitter disillusionment and fear, while autumn symbol-

izes the time of true seeing, strength, and inner resolve which

unites and gives insight into the other three "seasons" of man's

life.

Condiment

Resting birds rise

— dashes of pepper

seasoning the yolk of the sun.

SISTER MARY CARLANN, S.N.D.
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A Blowout For Blowup

TERESA KEELER

The artist of the modern world often merges his need to create
with social awareness, producing a social comment. Antonioni's
film Blowup exemplifies this mixture of comment and creation by
focusing on the conflict between reality and illusion. The simple
story— a photographer's discovery of a murder in the blowup of a

picture — is secondary to the technical artistry of the film, which
blends expert camera work, color, setting, and sound.

Antonioni establishes an uneasiness towards reality in the

opening scene with a fantastic sound and visual montage. He al-

ternates a careening truck overflowing with shouting, clown-faced
people with a silent file of men from a charity house. The audience
differentiates between the unreal clowns and the somber men,
assuming that the real world belongs with the charity cases. But
this definition of reality proves wrong when one of the poor men
enters a classy car and radios his studio. Through this intro-

duction to the photographer we begin to see that the seemingly
real may be an illusion.

The prevalence of illusion expands in the unreal world of the

photographer's studio. The photographer treats exotically made-up
girls posed in bizarre fashions as objects. And various sets clutter

a room in which the image of a model seems real, until the camera
swings to the actual girl. This use of mirrors and reflections con-

tinues throughout the picture, forcing us to question the concrete-

oess of what we view.

A major portion of the film pivots around the photographer's

investigation of pictures taken of two lovers in a park. The girl

runs after the photographer, anxiously asking for the film. Curious

because of her desperate insistence, the photographer blows the

photos up again and again and finds in a corner of one picture a

man poised to kill the girl's lover. Rushing back to the park that

night, he finds the body and hurriedly leaves. He hopes to return

with a witness and a camera — he needs more proof to confirm all

that he has seen— but he cannot convince a friend to accompany him.

At the climax of the film he goes to the park the next morning

and the body is gone. The film plunges into silence as the photo-

grapher realizes that there is no evidence of the murder. Per-

ception has been continually questioned throughout the film, and

the photographer now doubts the reality of his whole investigation

of the photograph. Since he has no concrete proof his knowledge
of the murder may have no substance in reality.

In case anyone missed the prevalence of illusions, Antonioni

sends the truckload of clowns into the park. The photographer
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watches carefully as two of them mimic tennis and the rest silently

cheer. There are no balls or raquets, only silent viewers of a

silent game — mock reality.

When an imaginary ball flies out of the court, the photographer
chases it, picks it up and throws it back. The camera concentrates
on his face which sadly asks what it's all about, as we hear in the

background the sounds of the tennis game resuming. Music drowns
the dull thud of tennis balls as the camera looms above the photo-

grapher, standing alone in a patchy plane of grass.

In my opinion, Antonioni fails in his attempt to retell the tired

theme of reality vs. illusion. Besides a lack of freshness, he

adds a dash of the ridiculous by allowing the photographer in the

story to take hundreds of shots on one small role of film. However,
Antonioni overshadows his threadbare theme with an abundance of

exceptionally fine techniques. The resulting emphasis on solid,

physical images heightens the impact on the photographer and the

audience of the confusion between reality and illusion.

The camera is alive. It swings and floats, surrounds a sub-

ject and then peers out from the inside of it. Its motion is at

once strong and fluid, sweeping past an object at a distance and

then inspecting it at close hand. Antonioni fuses bold editing

strokes with a sometimes hesitant camera, making us perceive

every aspect of a scene. While in the park, he makes us savour
every blade of grass, and every breeze. The camera is also rubbery:

it follows a subject and then stretches past it to view it from the

front before pulling in close.

The manipulation of color and the vitality of the set magnify

the productivity of the camera. The story situation of a photo-

grapher provides a perfect excuse for an excess of weird colors

and exaggerated angles. The photographer's studio contributes

apparent solidness to the film because of its original design

-

rooms heaped on one another with various textures, ranging from

crumbling stucco and splintered wood to multi-colored plumes and

purple backdrops. In form, the studio is like a magnet which has

picked up various sized objects. In adhering, these clinging cor-

ners produce beauty and precision through their disorder.

Antonioni makes his world appear even more tangible through

an abundance of natural sounds. The brushing of trees and the

squish of feet on a wet lawn instantly place us in the rolling

greenery of the park. Harsh traffic and busy conversation contrast

with these natural sounds, enveloping us in an audible reality.

Music also contributes effectively because it occurs in a minimum

of situations, usually from an explainable source such as a hi-fi.

This intensifies the impact of a final rush of music at the end

which pushes the confusion of the photographer into focus. The

natural sounds, in conjunction with the camera, show Antonioni's

desire to capture not only the shape and sound but also the feel,

taste, and smell of his world.

All technical perfection, however, loses strength because it
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is coupled with such a stale theme. Besides attempting to reiterate

the usual proclamations about illusions—obviously overstated in

the clown scene at the end—Antonioni tosses in comments on
several sub-themes. These common social complaints such as the

lack of communication, the treatment of people as objects, the

threat of technology, and the cry for peace, further weaken any

impact as they flash through the film astride their usual wornout

symbols.
Lack of communication blunders across the screen through a

plaintive look from the photographer's wife, his own inability to

make his models smile, and the refusal of his friend to believe

there is a corpse in the park. The lack of respect also reaches

overstatement through the photographer's shoddy treatment of his

models and their own inhuman make-up.
The malignant extension of materialism in society also appears

periodically throughout the film. Exaggerated buildings bend
together, almost obscuring the sky. We travel repeatedly through

traffic, and a billboard hovers over the seemingly unblemished
beauty of the park. In the park, the panicked girl pleads for the

recently taken pictures, claiming that everyone has a right to peace
in a public place. Paradoxically, it is in the hush of the park

that the murder occurs. And an unorganized march for peace stops

traffic as the film's incoherent plea continues.

The only valid praise of this film is of its technical aspects.

There is no equilibrium between the intended mood and the medium
of expression. This lessens the film's value, because form is

only half of a creation. Antonioni's lack of substance makes his

film a mere technical exercise rather than a work of art.
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POETRY

BY MICHELLE LUNDBORG

For A Birthday

I wonder if after you

enclosed me in your hand

my tail like a feather

beating wildly

the greens swaying crazily

the shell balancing on the tiny thin rim

then teetering over

you lift me from the bowl

and only my gills move

quietly now flat in your hand

tiny, gold, so

into a larger more commodious

aquarium

multicolored castles and other

lights, swift, like myself here there

golden in the green

the glass so clear so

impenetrable, the aquarium

the stratosphere until

I must swim in some new sea.
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The Winter
Like the Magi you stalk

hot breaths like spirits in the cold

snow wild, so white

paperweight overturned

I turn to you

the air so cold

our breaths make palpable walls

you stalk me but

cold makes no so

fine, so chisled like a flake,

to be placed on the tongue

cold like hot stars,

and a powder, so light, so white

like dust.

M.L.

After

I have told the child that your

Sleep is not disturbed when we

Trowel the earth to place the

Flower somewhere by your head.,

Still, he worries.

"You will wake him," he says.

^L Child. Your sleep in that green,

Is not disturbed by our

Footsteps, my trowel, the water, the mud.

In my lungs, in my cells,

Where the vital exchanges occur

In the clusters of my nerves

Your alarm sounds

Your vigour swells

A death not death.

M.L.
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on easter
you paraclete in me

bird bird you bird

green gold you burst

you fly

I find myself in some

tomb

deep in some fleshy fruit

and I explode

ripping through some skin

juice that sweet that sour

golden mess

feathers left

behind

torn in flight

torn in a crash

wing beat

hot, vision

rupture closed

bird bird you bird

M.L.
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Formal Afternoon
How to tell that strange formal garden

the statue who hushed water

that spilled from

her hair, her grey, her hush,

her chisled silence.

Hedges, trees, that deep green shaped,

disciplined

severe the arbor, the lions caught mid

roar, motion seized, for silence,

for a bench

the tense hum, the bare breeze and then

crash the explosion of those

butterflies brilliant, countless

smashing the sun, to wing, to flutter

the woman, the stone, oh hush,

and one pulsing orange god

called monarch for king for sun

lights on her pursed lips

hush, orange, the grey stone.

M.L.
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The Devil Within

From St. Catherine
Exorcising a Possessed Woman
by Girolamo de Benvenuto,
Siena, 1470-1524

That gilded devil Catherine seeks to exorcise

Springs from the woman's hair in that room.

The women hold her up. Hands apart, the saint tries

to make that woman recognize herself. Soon,

the woman rights herself, and straightens the folds

of that gown mussed so well in paint.

Her face loses its swell. Later, she is told

the beast had sprung from her hair because of the saint.

The woman went home. I ask someone,

please to pull the monster from my hair.

My dress is not mussed, but my right thumb

Does not know the left. No sprite appears.

To be loosed of my devil, I must know my name.

His knowledge of me, and mine, must be same.

MICHELLE LUNDBORG
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On Attempting to Sun Bathe

\n One's Backward

on a Saturday Afternoon

MARYANN RUSSO

Arousing myself from the sheets was the first task of the

day. While yawning the dark room full, I groped for the pink-

striped curtains. The window creaked open, and a sun-baked

breeze flushed a first morning smile onto my face. It tempted me
further as I broke into a barefoot gallop toward the back door for

investigation. Half-way there, I knocked into a short figure, was
forced to halt, and stared down at my early riser mother, nigh a

foot shorter than her twelve o'clock waker of a daughter.

We exchanged "good mornings," as she penetrated me with

that "You're gonna scrub floors—dust—vacuum— in other words, re-

vamp the house" look. My usual "Do I have to—back aches—home-
work to do— it's a sunny day anyway" plead did not nearly chip the

stone command. Flinging my arms into the air, I trudged toward

the cleaning closet, refusing to change out of my p.j's.

Mother left the house to embark upon her Saturday shopping

expedition. When the motor sound of her car had safely muffled

away, I stood, broom and furniture polish in hand before the spacious

back yard. Floating symbols of summer. . . and summer. . . and

summer, not to mention me on a towel soaking in the sun's gifts,

sweltered before my drooping self. I gently placed the labor

utensils onto a nearby table, glanced once at the dust gathered on

the television top, then back at the mattress of grass and unplucked

daisies beyond the patio.

Beneath an untidy hill of wardrobe, finally last year's bathing

suit came into focus. "I will now slip into its gold and white en-

closures," my mind feasted. As I wrestled into the elastic folds

of the suit, I became more convinced that this swim apparel had

shrunk since its past summer's usage. Grabbing a bathroom towel

and a thick book, I flew toward the backyard. I outstretched my
arms to inhale the windy heat. It is a good thing I closed my
mouth when I did, for a huge fly had named my mouth for its pur-

suit.

Even the towel provided a coarse discomfort; however, the
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book would soon draw me into its adventure. It was a battle be-

tween the howling breeze and my holding down the liberated pages

of the book, but the breeze won the first round. Blinking my eyes

shut, I decided to slumber in the afternoon warmth, daring the wind

to invade the journeys of my dreams. I found myself developing a

new species of some ancient tribal orgy as every limb in my body

shook or slapped loose the flies, mosquitoes and varied insects

infesting the air. Meanwhile, an occasional pang of guilt invaded

my mind as I refused to glance at the window where the living room

dust stared back.

"Mind over matter," I scolded myself. This thought was
broken with a refrigerated flow of water which stung down my back.

The source proved to be a hose lying on the grass. I caught the

scramble of two small feet tearing around the hedge, while de-

ciding which could be the worse fate: a five year old sister or a

whole generation of insects.

Swooping up the book and towel, I migrated to the safe

shelter of the living room, grabbed the broom, and schemed over

Sunday at the beach.

In a Savage Garden

Up!

Rise up again, Adam,

Once again naming things

Royally wild,

Untainted by such

Delicacies as pink tea

Roses or robin's eggs.

Rise up, sir, and

Seeing it purple,

Call it Venus.

.

KATHY HAVERICK
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AW/AREness

MARTHA MADDEX

Awareness can get a person in trouble. Take me for example.

One semester in college I took a creative writing course—not be-

cause I felt particularly creative, but because it was required of all

English majors, and I have never been the same since. I am now
Aware

.

It's very nice being aware. I notice things, see things I've

never bothered to notice before. I even take time to look at sunsets

and philosophize:

Sunset is an

Artist's palette, upset by

The hands of time.

But, that's where I get into trouble—wondering how to de-

scribe something. One warm October evening my boyfriend and I

went for a ride in Griffith Park. Then, we stopped the car at a

place where there was a marvelous panorama of the lights below.

It was very romantic: warm evening, handsome male, gorgeous

view—just perfect. I sat there leaning out my window trying to

figure out how to describe the scene. I managed to come up with a

really good paragraph. In fact, I later got a ++ on it. (Sister never

gave us grades—just + or -
; if it was outstanding she doubled the

mark: ++ or — ). What I remember most vividly about that evening

is leaning back, putting my feet in Thorn's lap, sticking my head
out the window, and staring at "the black velour above studded

with millions of solitary diamond stick pins." Usually on these

rides Thorn would buy me a triple scoop ice cream cone and then

we'd sit on my front steps talking. That night I got only one scoop
of ice cream and there was no conversation.

I also remember the time Jon took me to Knott's Berry Farm
and we rode on the merry-go-round. It was so much fun that I

wanted to write a poem about it. I asked Jon if we could ride it

once more (this was supposed to help me remember it more clearly

and make it easier to describe). When that ride was over, I asked

Jon, "Please, just once more?" I think we rode on the merry-go-

round ten times that day. I haven't heard from Jon since.
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But as I said, I am now Aware. I notice things that enrich

my life. I don't really need to go out with boys all the time. I

have a perfectly wonderful time by myself making up degrees:

I discuss;

You dispute;

He fights,

and

I'm persistent;

You are obstinate;

He is pig-headed,

or freshening up old cliches:

Buzzy as a bee.

or writing poetry:

As rustly as a rat.

Died happily soon after.

Girl in falling needles of wet
Listening

for an engine's grumble

Biting

at stubby fingernails

Waiting

Hoping

Listening
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Rain \n Tu/o Moods

10/8/66

Rain,

in this first together night,

pulls me upward into wakefulness,

hesitant, insistent, all at once

wide-eyed refugee from sleep.

You,

simply sprawled beside me,

speak nothing, in your steady breathing,

but a senseless dream-drawn monologue

enclosing me in wonder.

i,

stare you into wakening,

watch your summer-skinned hands enfold mine:

sleep-warmed, your mouth gentles to silence

the yearning of eyes; in me

Rain.
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12/8/66

At first

a gentle stroking, a shyness

in the sound the rainfall makes cleaving

its way down sky; a reluctance in

earth's receptive surrender, a low sigh,

a quieted moan in that first moist touch..

Later,

more strength in the storm,

a violence and power in the groping demand

for entry; the gentleness, the reticence

abandoned, rain strips away surfaces;

there is no longer place to hide.

Finally,

a derision is in this thing;

eyes pry unashamedly at the naked spectacle

of roots now disjoint, out of place;

dying in this very transport of life.

FRANCES FISHER
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Puck of Darkness

elf.

FRANCINE BELL
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night
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Sevenoto por dom'inqo

Returning, not quite a year since,

Andalusian poppies scarlet the slopes of Sierra Morena.

Basque shepherds, moving flocks out of Alava, eat crusty bread

splashing the pale wine of Malaga from goatskins held high

over gaping mouths; smelling of leather and dust

—

the animal-odor of men crowded to table.

And Sunday (domingo you called it), Barcelona on Sunday

—

afternoon of corrida and sunlight, the blood of bulls

bred for one only-moment.

Behind the grilled window of Sunday we loved:

your hands latticed the length of my hair; on your lips

a serenata for gold spilling over the linen of love.

Into my hair you twined the poppies of Andalusia,

your mouth sating mine with the flavor of pomegranates

and limes.

Remembering your eyes, there is only their blackness..

Not quite a year since Barcelona, there is no understanding

to banderillas, picadores, the blood-red corrida de toros.

Limes are scarce in Barcelona this season;

my hair lies in scissor shorn drifts on the floor.

FRANCES FISHER
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The Clock

We talk and my eyes see

Now the blue light and the spinning

Songs, your close words breathing warmth

That drives the past back under

Black ground and leaves

Futures swirling in the gray light of

Beyond the time when we are young.

We circle our hands and forget

The wall and the stick-straight hands

And forget the ash cans of our childhood

Buried inside our heads still

And our futures itching on our palms, circling

Into the hands ticking this now into the

Past to leave us standing

Cold dumb in the gray beyond.

LINDA CAGGIANO
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A Rain Song for Children
Listen.

I thought rain was coming.

Shh, now.

I hear him humming.

Ground groan ready

you're cracked and dry.

Turn back flowers

you've shrivelled shy.

Breathe

the sticky honey-air,

Sweetness,

blowing a Heavenly share.

Raise your dust

brown cheek to gain

God's love kiss,

the softening rain.

LINDA WILLIAMS

Despair
A bleak

wind blows. Alone

awake. A sign marked

"Return to owner," tumbles

end over end across

a vacant lot.

JUDITH CHANDLER
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Life-Kite

Day

begins —the sky

splits with saffron-ribboned

splashes. A small boy runs down the

hill, clutching a white tissue-thin kite

with a brittle spine and a knotted, ragged tail.

Once wind-gusts have caught the traveler, the child falls

back laughingly in a field of tall grass and watches

his kite dip and flutter in blue clearness. String

unwinds the day: sun and light color the

air. ..until shadows bob across the

scarlet skeleton. The line

is played out: night

catches the corners of

the kite, and the

play day ends.

Sadly, the boy

pulls down a

restless

friend

and

walks

home,

the

skeleton

dragging along

behind.

FRANCINE BELL
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Color's Kingdom
encased between circles of glass

and cardboard, the kaleidoscope

splashes dancing designs on windows

of lavender and indigo intentions,

opening orange and yellow in

sunlight, patterns of seas etch

sea-blue greens; southern

lights swirl calico capering

patterns, separating and melting

circles into lines, the world

transforms into a kolorama kingdom,

the key to aurora borealis, an artist's

awe, elaborating, explaining,

decorating day.

FRANC INE BELL
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The Quiet Windows

SISTER MARY CARLANN, S.N.D.

Fred glanced down at his watch. The crystal was scratched

where he had scraped it on the stucco of the garage. Since then

the minute hand kept trying to catch the hour hand. But it was
still a good watch; it kept the approximate time. The company
gave it to him for ten years' service, and that was six years ago.

"3:40," he said out loud as he looked at the empty bus

through the large mirror above his head. Fred tugged at the visor

of his cap, shutting out the rays of the lowering sun. In another

ten minutes he'd be at the garages where he'd park the bus, and

then walk the six blocks to the flat. Maura would meet him with

his newspaper and coffee mug and ask him about his day.

But now, driving over cracked asphalt in the industrial

section of town, his only company was the chatter of the open

windows. The bus seemed longer, wider without the kids. The
seats of green imitation leather were heart-carved with initials of

past teenage steadies, now grown up and married to someone else.

The steel book racks above the seats should have been empty, but

there were the apple cores, and some wadded paper bags, larger

than spitball size. The small posters above the racks which ad-

vertised Listerineand toothpaste had moustached and black-toothed

ladies. Other posters publicized similar contradictions. Fred

knew that if he sat in every seat and ran his hand underneath it

would be like reading Braille over the stale and fresh gum lumps.

He looked at the back window which had an icicle-thin crack in the

lower left corner.

"One of these days that window's goin' to go," he said to

himself, "I oughta report it." He looked ahead at the quiet street

for a moment, and then back to the rear view mirror. The aisle was
a collage of cellophane candy wrappers. He looked again. The
floor was wet and a soupy pastel liquid slowly flowed in the ridges

of the ribbed flooring.

"So that's where it went," he muttered. Thirty minutes

before the bus had been full and noisy. Then Fred had chanced to

look in the mirror just as sixteen year old Larry was catapulting his

half-loaded ice cream stick across the aisle. Evidently he shot

short, and now the mess was left for Fred.

"I guess I'll have to clean up a bit before I put the bus in,"

he said. "What a mess! But it's just their way. I know what

Maura would do if we had kids."
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With all the kids out of the bus the motor ground out more

loudly. Fred began to notice a strong draft on his neck. It pushed

in, between the wrinkles on the back of his neck, disturbing the

sharp, shaved ends of his graying hair.

"Window's open," he said, craning his neck to look behind

him.

"I bet they left all of 'em open," Fred rubbed his neck.

"Kids!" it came out kind of indignantly.

"Kids," he repeated softly, apologetically.

It made him think of Maura and home. They lived down on

the South side in one of the old neighborhoods. Most of the brown

stone houses had been made into apartment buildings, and the

porches had been closed in to make another room to rent. Maura

and Fred were lucky; their flat had three rooms.

Fred got off a little early on the day that the adoption board

lady came. He was pleased to see how Maura had made the flat

extra cheery. The yellow-flowered chintz curtains were starched

till they billowed. Mrs. Hampton's tea china was laid on the table

which was covered with a yellow-checked oilcloth. The lemon-

orange zinnias Fred had borrowed from a neighbor's yard were on

the table too, but slightly off-center to hide the burned spot where

the toaster had shorted. Fred's pipe set had been moved from the

side of his easy chair into the closet because Maura was afraid

the adoption board lady would think he squandered all his money
on tobacco. The ottoman vanished too because Maura said the

lady would think they were poorer than church mice if she saw the

two uncoiled springs popping from the left side of the ottoman.

Fred wasn't sure what else Maura had put in the closet, but he

laughed and said,

"If she heads for the closet, it's your pipe and stool."

But he did admit the flat looked nice,

"Looks pretty good to me," he said to Maura as he playfully

squeezed her waist, commenting that he was having a harder time

getting his arm around it lately.

Maura was nervous. He knew because she laughed a lot.

But the lady had smiled and thanked them for their time. When
they saw her to the door, Maura asked,

"Can you— I mean, do you think—will we be hearing from

you soon?" She put her hand in the pocket of her housedress,

"It's so quiet all day with only me home."

The lady smiled at Maura, and said,

"I don't know. I really can't say. You'll have to be patient."

She squeezed Maura's hand and went down the steps to the street

where her cab was double-parked.
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"Eight years ago she came,*' Fred said out loud. "Eight
years now and not a word."

The breeze was at his neck again, piercing him, not to the

marrow of his bones, no, in the marrow of his bones, traveling

through his body. He turned into the company yard leaving the

wind behind. Fred climbed out of the bus, holding his coffee-

drained thermos in his hand, feeling its fading warmth. He clutched

it as he looked back at the empty hulk of his bus with its windows
open, but quiet now.

"Kids!" he said.

VIII

Contigo me voy

viendo la luz —

oyendo la cancio'n

Lagrimas duermen

y flores salen.

Veo la luz —

oigo la cancio'n.

Sin ti yo estoy

oyendo la luz —

viendo la cancidn.

Lagrimas salen

y flores duermen.

Oigo la luz —

veo la cancion.

ANNE E. BAEHR
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The Wonderful Worlds

of Tolkien

MICHELE TOMAC

Indians live in tepees; Eskimos live in igloos; . . . and
Hobbits live in holes. What are hobbits? Part of J.R.R. Tolkien's

saga of The Lord of the Rings (Ballantine Books), one of the

major achievements of epic imagination in our lifetime. But these

furry-footed halflings are, by no means, the only delightful people
that inhabit "Middle Earth.*' Dwarves and elves, ents and ores

and men, too, live here and are all involved in the crusade to

destroy the evil Ring of Power.

Tolkien has created a different part of Middle Earth for each

of its many inhabitants. By designing special environments for

each, he actually characterizes them and their relationship to the

plot of the Ring. The hobbits may be characterized by an exami-

nation of their Shire, the elves by looking to the woods of Lothlorien,

and the evil creatures under the Dark Lord by turning to view the

Land of Mordor. As these environments express the personalities

and moods of their inhabitants, they reflect, at the same time, the

distinctive relationship of each to the Ring.

"Half-grown hobbits, the hole-dwellers"(II,85), hail from

The Shire in Middle Earth. The very name of "The Shire" implies

hominess and friendliness. In the Shire, as in the other lands,

Tolkien paints with the connotative richness of color. The earthy

browns and greens that dominate in hobbit-land contribute to a

"close-to-the-earth" mood of a robust, healthy, earth-loving people.

A man's home may be a picture of the man himself, and no

less is true of hobbits. The hobbit preference for "round windows

and even round doors"(I,20) implies a certain rotundity. Living in

elaborate holes "often large and inhabited by large families"(I,20),

they are a close-knit, big-hearted community. A short, half people,

they find comfort near the ground, avoiding high places. Even

gardening, farming, and milling, the occupations followed in The

Shire, are significantly tied to the soil.

Nature in the land of hobbits may be described as at its

natural best, lush and pleasurable in all its normality. Here the

"grass is thick"(I,94) and green. A land where "the trees are

laden with apples, honey drips in the combs, and the corn is tall

and full"(I,84) could not help but nurture a people who love their
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home and regard the good things of life as "meat and bread"(I,95),
plenty to drink, and a good bed. The Shire is a lovable liome, a
land begging to be lived in and walked on, inspiring its people "to
hum softly.. .a walking song as hobbits have a love of doing as
they walk along, especially when they are drawing near to home
at night"(I,94).

Nature's seasons see their fullness in hobbit-land and pass
in regularity, where seldom elsewhere is seen "so fair a summer or
so rich an autumnal, 84). Nature in The Shire reflects the nor-

mality of a land yet uncorrupted by the evil Ring. The characteri-
zation of the hobbits which results from a look at their environment
heightens the courage of these simple little people in undertaking
the journey to Mount Doom to destroy the Ring. The Shire in the

hobbit-persons of Bilbo and Frodo Baggins naively possesses the

Ring and, in this innocence, has not succumbed to its influence for

evil. In a land like The Shire, who else but "stout little fellows

with red cheeks"(I,190) like the hobbits would live here?

"Happy folk are Hobbits?" (1,384), exclaims Haldir the Elf

of that lovable people. His native people, too, though not at all

like the hobbits, have a fascinating character that can be inferred

from Tolkien's description of their environment. Their home is

Lothlorien. The very word, "Lothlorien," is a name befitting an

unearthly elf-people. The sound of it is ethereal, playing music on

the tongue. "I feel as if I was inside a song"(I,387), said Sam
the hobbit, as he entered the land. These woods are colored in

silvers and golds and filmy grey—majestic colors of royalty and

other-worlds. These elves are treepeople. Living high above the

hobbits' beloved ground in this still land hints at their reflective

and celestial character.

Here in Lothlorien, Nature has reached a supernatural level.

"There are no trees like the trees of that land. In the autumn

their leaves fall not, but turn to gold"(I,369).

At the feet of the trees, still arrayed in pale gold, and
all about the green hillsides the grass was studded
with small golden flowers shaped like stars. Among
them, nodding on slender stalks, were other flowers,

white and palest green: they glimmered as a mist amid
the rich hue of the grass(I,386).

The seasons even take on supernatural airs. In the midst of winter

"it seemed. ..that the early sun of a cool summer's morning was

shining"(I,381), and there gleamed "grass as green as Spring-

time"^, 386). Nature even feels heavenly. Never before had any-

one "been so suddenly and so keenly aware of the feel and texture

of a tree's skin and life within it"(I,388). In Lothlorien all sense

of Time is suspended. While the crusading company rests there on
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its journey, all are unconscious of any passing of time: "They
could have remained some days in Lothlorien, so far as they could

tell or remember"(I,395).

Nature here has risen above the corruption of the Ring.

Lothlorien, like The Shire, keeps a Ring of power, one of the

three wrought by Elf-lords, but fully realizing its power, they keep
it hidden on the finger of the Lady of the land, Galadriel. Hidden

from the Dark Lord, its power remains uncorrupted; on the finger of

Galadriel it serves to support the spirit for good. Lothlorien has

transcended the power of evil. And the supernatural quality of

Nature in this land of the elves seems to reflect this transcendence.

The characterization of a light-hearted, almost magical people

results from this look at their environment, which has risen above

the power of the Ring.

Of elves and their land of Lothlorien one may muse with

with the hobbit Sam, "Whether they've made the land, or the land's

made them, it's hard to say"(I,397). There is one land in Middle

Earth, however, about which no such uncertainty could exist. The
Dark Lord, who made and lost the Ring of evil and lusts only for

its recovery, dwells in a land which his evil has corrupted. Toward
the loveliness of the other lands and their people, the Land of

Mordor points a diseased finger. "Mordor". . . the name itself

breathes heaviness and ugliness. The creatures that go out from

Mordor and work its evil are products of its corruption. The Dark

Lord uses "foul folk, the Orcs"(II,96), as well as horrible winged

phantoms and Black Riders. Coming from a land "all foul, all

rotting, all dead"(II,297), they carry its shadow and ugly feeling

with them wherever they go. Black is the color of the land, the

black of evil. Ores and Black Riders and all the other creatures

are "so black that they seemed like black holes in the deep shade

behind them "(1,221). Dry, cracked mud covers the hard ground, and

even "the air itself seems black and heavy to breathe"(II,299).

The Dark Lord abides in stony towers; his creatures live among
jagged cliffs and deep underground hide-outs. Foreboding is the

word for the geography. "Ashen Mountains stood like sombre grey

ghosts.. .huge masses of ash and slag and burned stone, out of

which a sheer-sided cone was raised"(III,267).

Nature has been corrupted in this land of disease. The very

air is defiled, "filled with a bitter reek"(II,302). No wonder the

hobbit Sam felt sick as he gazed upon the corrupted Nature of this

land, where. . .

neither spring nor summer would ever come again.

Here nothing lived, not even the leprous growths that
feed on rottenness. The gasping pools were choked
with ash and crawling muds, sickly white and grey,

as if the mountains had vomited the filth of their
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entrails upon the lands about (1,302).

In this country that "cannot abide the Sun," itself a symbol
of life, days and nights become barely distinguishable. "Here
all is still dark as night"(III,238). Natures' seasons no longer

rotate in this forsaken place where "cold clammy winter holds

sway"(II,295). Unending winter . . . unending desolation. Nature

in such a state reflects the corruption brought by the Ring and the

lust for its recovery. The Dark Lord once possessed the Ring and

wielded it for all its wicked-worth. Its evil power possessed the

land, and the corruption it worked is reflected in the Nature. In

Mordor, Tolkien's description of environment overwhelmingly char-

acterizes its wicked inhabitants. But here environment is even

less important in characterization than it is in conveying the

threat of the Ring of Power.

J.R.R. Tolkien designed these worlds in exactly these ways.

No other land but The Shire could have "holed" hobbits quite like

Sam and his countrymen. None but Lothlorien could have described

such elves. And only a Mordor could have sustained such evil.

The environments which Tolkien paints with Nature give artistic

expression to the character of the creatures and the deeper signi-

ficance of each land in its relationship to his main theme of the

Ring. The Shire, Lothlorien, and Mordor. . . three very different

expressions of this theme. Yet each was in some respect a "lord

of the Ring-"
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In the Earlq Morning Rain

BARBARA SCHMOLLER

It was five o'clock in the morning and she was freezing. Her

feet slapped against the hard cold sand. She tugged frequently, at

the sleeves of her old sweater in a vain attempt to warm her hands

succeeding only in stretching out the neck and baring her

shoulders to the wet wind. Still she walked on defiantly she

counted at every fourth step, half of her right foot was covered

with the stale sea foam. She watched the shoreline every time

flirting for a second with her foot and then retreating into the surf.

It was cold!

She didn't know why she had come out here on this dark

morning when every other living thing was in bed. The air was

crue l s he was aware of its insisting fingers clinging to her

skin. But its cruelty eased her mind. It was the same kind of

relief she had felt when she was small after she had been

punished for something she knew she had done wrong an assur-

ance that now someone else was carrying the guilt. She could

not understand why she should feel this way now. She had nothing

to be guilty about. In fact, she had done the right thing she

left before it became too complex for both of them to handle. She

despised muddled situations as theirs was becoming she just

could not handle it neither could he. She breathed a deep sigh

to clear away the nagging doubts she felt.

The queer, haunting sound of a seagull in the low empty
sky caught her attention. Her face turned up, and although there

was no sun, she instinctively shaded her eyes and squinted into

the half— light of the sky. The gull circled and shrieked and flew

elegantly into a cloud. She felt strange the bird had frightened

her its call was so shrewish, desperate.

It was cold. She tied her scarf tighter around her hair and

began to run. She ran as fast as her numb feet and the clinging

sand would allow. The wind whipped the scarf off of her head and

across her eyes everything had a tinge of red. She began to

to laugh. She could feel the laughter vibrating inside of her, but

once outside, its meaning was absorbed by the air becoming a

weak, nervous sliver of sound.

She liked to run it took no effort to pound with her

feet and her heart against the sand. It made it so easy to be free

of anything or anyone that forced her to be permanentl Yes, she

had done the right thing.
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She fell exhausted to the sand and clapped her hands in

delight. It was a childish gesture. To counteract it she pulled a

cigarette out of her back pants pocket. The tobacco smell was
reassuring. It reminded her of warm rooms and friends when
everything remained as it was, without tedious decisions. Life

wasn't so easy any more, she sighed, as she lit the cigarette.

She lay back and looked at the sky. "It'll be light pretty soon

must be almost six."

She dug her toes deep into the wet sand and lifted a chunk

and swung it over her head it fell behind her with a thud.

Mechanically, her other leg repeated the action. This time a piece

of sand fell from her foot and landed in her eye. She got up and

danced impatiently from one foot to another trying to smooth the

the sand out of her eye with fingers that were already sandy. Her
eyes were watering and her nose was beginning to run she ran

the sleeve of her sweater across it. While she was desperately

trying to free her eyes from the scratching sand and wishing that

she had brought some Kleenex, she heard someone clear his throat

and ask cautiously if she was all right.

She laughed, "Sure, Pm okay. I just got some sand in my
eye." She blinked to clear her eyes, sniffed, and examined her

intruder. He was a young boy, about nine or ten she estimated,

with skinny, crooked legs and long hair that tangled over his

forehead. He was wearing an oversized blue nylon jacket with

the words WESTSIDE BOWLING LEAGUE printed on the back. In

his hand was an empty peanut butter jar with the label torn off

all except forthe word, PETER. The lid was full of holes, prompting

her to ask who was inside the jar.

"It's my sandcrab," he explained patiently, "I caught him

yesterday his name is Peter. What are you doing here this

early?"

"Oh just walking," she answered, debating with herself

whether she should stay and answer all of his questions or retreat

back to the sand and water. She decided to leave, and resumed

her walk down the beach. "Bye," she yelled over her shoulder,

and began the process of getting back into her thoughts.

She heard him running after her and shouting to her to wait

for him. "Wait!" he shouted again, between breaths as he caught

up with her. "You have to help me catch flies for Peter."

"Peter," she muttered absently, "Oh your sandcrab."

"Well, look, I don't think so today 1 really have to go. How do

you know sandcrabs eat flies anyway?"
"I just know that's all what else would they eat?"

"I don't know," she answered impatiently, wishing that he

would leave her alone. There was a pause, and she regretted her
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hastiness. "All right," she said, after a thought, "I'll help you

find a couple of sandflies 1 think that's what they eat.. And then

I have to go okay?" He was pleased. He smiled shyly and

quickly pushed the hair out of his eyes. She saw this and smiled

to herself and felt very noble.

They climbed up on the dunes that lay away from the shore

and contemplated the best method for catching some of the sandflies

that swarmed in noisy droves over the stinking seaweed.

"I think," she said in a somewhat nasal tone she was
holding her nose, "if we just hold the jar over the seaweed we
should be able to catch enough for your crab's lunch and dinner."

"Yah," he said in a tone that was unmistakably admiring,

"that's a great idea.1"

She liked him. She liked the way he made her feel and

the way he gestured with his hands to emphasize a point probably

an imitation of his father's mannerisms.

Together they crawled around in the sea weed, she with the

jar in her hand, and he clutching the lid, each believing that this

mission was one of earth-shaking importance. Her back was begin-

ning to ache as she reached and stooped in an attempt to catch

one of the evasive flies.

"This is harder than it looks, you know," she said from

under her bent position.

"Boy, I know," he answered, wiping his arm across his

forehead. He looked so serious that she had to smile she reached

out and patted him awkwardly on the head.

"Hey listen, why don't we rest for a minute," she said

looking over at him. "This is pretty tiring, you know." He nodded

in affirmation. His funny hair was decorated with hundreds of

transparent beads, left there by the fog. His face glistened from

the dampness. He looked like someone seen through a rainy

window.

"I wanna say 'hi' to Peter," he said, impulsively reaching

over and pulling the jar from her hand. He concentrated his atten-

tion into the jar and murmured in a high,, baby voice, "Hi there

fella, how are ya doin'?" "Hey!" he called to her after a pause,

"You know, I don't see him where do ya suppose he's hiding?"

His anxious tone made her smile he took things so seriously.

"Here," she said throwing him a small, gray stick she had found

in the sand.. "Take this and poke around for him he's probably

hiding at the bottom of the jar."

He began furiously jabbing the wet sand with the stick.

"Hey," she said laughing, "take it easy with that stick you

don't want to squash him before you find him." She laughed again,

and lay back on the sand and lit a cigarette. She felt rather
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satisfied with herself.

"He's not in here," he said. He had spilled the contents

of the jarin his lap and was desperately squeezing the sand between
his fingers. She groaned and lifted her head up to look. "What?

he has to be. Look through your clothes. Maybe he got caught

in your jacket or something."

He stood up and shook himself out like a wet dog pulling

at his jacket and patting his head. "You know, I don't think

he's in your hair," she said and laughed.

Her humor was not appreciated. He looked at her tensely,

unconsciously contracting the muscles in his face, and whispered
in a strained voice, "We lost him. He's dying somewhere in the
sand."

"Gosh, I'm sorry," she said, "I really am it was my fault

1 should have been more careful with the jar. I just wasn't
thinking." Her last words trailed off into the vacant space between
them.

"Oh that's okay," he murmured, "it was an accident

besides, I can find another one. There must be millions of 'em

around here." He smiled quickly and then looked down.

She sighed, but she knew that it wasn't all right. He was
being too polite too reasonable. She watched him, sitting there

on his heels, quietly jabbing the sand with a stick she had an

urge to get up and run. She didn't know why. There couldn't be

anything that important about a sandcrab and yet she felt so

inadequate now. She knew that she should stay, and maybe it

was because he was so small and mixed with adult impressions that

she did.

She cleared her throat and said quietly, "Why don't we give

him a burial anyway a Viking burial." Her voice sounded strange

to her, so far away not like her own. There was a long pause.

"A Viking burial," he repeated, "What's that?" "Oh--I saw it

in a movie once," she answered enthusiastically. "They take

someone who has been very noble and they light a fire around him

and put the whole thing out to sea. It's very majestic." She

liked that word majestic.

"Sounds okay, but how are we going to do it?"

"Just a second, and I'll show you," she replied, pushing
up the sleeves of her sweater. It was getting warmer now.

The crab was ready to be delivered to the sea. The coffin

was a masterpiece they both gazed at it admiringly. She had
filled the jar to the brim with sand; and then stuffed a lighted

cigarette halfway into the jar, leaving the end glowing. Around
the cigarette, she had placed five matches. She (old him that

these represented Peter's five virtues. She didn't know what they
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were but that was not important it was the thought, she told him.

Together, they carefully carried the project to the shore.

While he held the coffin she ceremoniously lit the matches. The
five virtues burst into a grand flame and then died down. They
held their breaths in fear of blowing out the fire, and thus breaking

the spell. Carefully they placed the jar, upright in the shallow

water. She described the noble victim as the "brave Peter who
was lost at sea.*' They both laughed.

They turned around quickly and walked up on the beach

they didn't want to see the flames being doused by the surf. She

was afraid to look at the boy she had wanted to laugh she

had tried to make the whole thing lighthearted and easy. Now
she was crying. There were no tears but she could feel them

in her mind. Her face felt warm. In response, she looked over

her shoulder the sun was out.
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